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Living
Showcase
In a move away from a more standard
showroom experience, Cafe Culture + Insitu
has created a warm space, steeped in sincerity,
community and excellent design.
Left Espresso bar features

Constellation lights by
Anaesthetic that hang above
Pipe tables, Little Brother
stools and Spun stools by
LifeSpaceJourney
Above Cafe Culture + Insitu
showroom entrance
indesignlive.com
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hifting from its Surry Hills home to slightly
edgier, burgeoning Redfern, Cafe Culture
+ Insitu has unveiled its new Sydney
showroom. The new space will offer a living
showcase of the company’s growing collection.
Through intuitive partitions, a sunlit outdoor deck,
entertainment areas and fully-fledged street side
espresso bar – the showroom has been envisioned
as a destination and a fluid addition to the suburb’s
existing creative community.
Operating for over 16 years, Cafe Culture
joined with Insitu in 2013 to widen their already
diverse and beautiful range of world-class local
and international design brands. Cafe Culture +
Insitu offers sleek contemporary pieces, ideal for
commercial, hospitality and work spaces. The range
includes indoor and outdoor seating, lighting, tables
and bold accessories from brands such as Zeitraum,
Miniforms, Casamania, Plank, Zilio A&C, Lee Broom
and Didier.
For director Marnie Hammond, the new Redfern
showroom is representative of a new phase, and the
continued evolution of the business. “[This space]
really reflects who we are now definitely, and the
evolution of where we’ve come in the last three to five
years,” she says.
Set within the walls of a 19 th Century warehouse
building, the showroom’s interior plays skilfully
with the site’s original bones. “As far as the design
and the aesthetic of the building we really wanted
to take it back to the original features,” Hammond
says. Collaborating with brother and designer Todd
Hammond, as well as the property owner Bryan
Rutter to imagine the showroom, Ms Hammond
appointed award-winning joinery outfit Elan
Construct to bring the design to life.
Walls have been stripped back to expose founding
brickwork, and painted columns and beams have
been sanded to reveal warm, rich timber. Just one
of the space’s defining features is a series of white
Victorian-style panels, which weave neatly along
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the length of the room. Almost like folding screens
or dividers, the panels conceal storage space, and
standard stacked chair displays, while working to
carve out a more interesting floor plate.
While Cafe Culture + Insitu intimately understands design, and design for the most charming
hospitality, entertainment and work spaces, they
will be leaving brewing and beans to the experts. The
stage is set for a skilled coffee team to settle in and
man the street-facing espresso bar, which features
round tables and stools from their current range,
locally designed and made by Melbourne-based
LifeSpaceJourney. Fittingly, the open-air deck will
showcase Cafe Culture + Insitu’s outdoor product
range, but also act as a space for hosting events. The
result is a living exhibition, with furniture pieces
up close and in use – instead of just assembled and
on display.
“It was really important for us to increase our
footprint, but also to feel really connected to the
community,” says Ms Hammond.

Sam Preston is a content producer
at Indesign Media.
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FAR Left Warehouse space
showcases furniture and
lighting by brands including
Didier, Zeitraum, Maxdesign
and ChristelH
Left Furniture by Billiani
with lighting above by Lee
Broom and a splash of green
Below Kitchenette and bar
features furniture by Hussl,
Zeitraum, Saba and Punt.
Lighting by Anaesthetic
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